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MINUTES 2014-2015 

UW-GREEN BAY FACULTY SENATE MEETING NO. 8 
Wednesday, February 18, 2015 

Alumni Rooms, University Union 
 

Presiding Officer: John Lyon, Speaker of the Senate   
Parliamentarian: Clifford Abbott 

PRESENT:  Greg Aldrete (HUS), Andrew Austin (DJS), Toni Damkoehler (AND), Hernan 
Fernandez-Meardi (HUS), Stephen Fritz (Provost ex officio), Clifton Ganyard (HUS-UC), 
Doreen Higgins (SOCW), Jenell Holstead (HUD), Ray Hutchison (URS), Ghadir Ishqaidef 
(BUA), Mimi Kubsch (NUR-UC), Arthur Lacey (EDU), Jim Loebl (BUA), John Lyon (NAS-
UC), Kaoime Malloy (Theatre and Dance), Ryan Martin (HUD), Michael McIntire (NAS), Steve 
Meyer (NAS-UC), Amanda Nelson (HUB alternate), Courtney Sherman (MUS), Christine Style 
(HUS-UC), Brian Sutton (HUS), Linda Tabers-Kwak (EDU), Patricia Terry (NAS), Christine 
Vandenhouten (NUR), Kristin Vespia (HUD-UC), Elizabeth Wheat (alternate PEA), Amy Wolf 
(NAS).   

NOT PRESENT: Adolfo Garcia (ICS), Gary Miller (Chancellor, ex officio), Debra Pearson 
(HUB), Alison Stehlik (AND). 

REPRESENTATIVES: Josh Goldman, Academic Staff 

GUESTS: Scott Furlong, Sue Mattison, Steve Vanden Avond, Gaurav Bansal, Rajeev Bukralia, 
Caroline Boswell 

 

1. CALL TO ORDER.   
Speaker Lyon called the meeting to order at 3:00 p.m.  
 
2. APPROVAL OF MINUTES for Faculty Senate Meeting No. 6, January 28, 2015 and 
No.7, February 11, 2015. 
The Speaker called for corrections and with none offered both sets of minutes were declared 
approved. 
 
3. CHANCELLOR’S REPORT 
In his absence this report was omitted. 
 
4. OLD BUSINESS  
a. Masters of Data Science. This second reading was presented by Dean Scott Furlong and 
Professor Gaurav Bansal. The proposal is unchanged from the first reading. There was a question 
about the resources needed to mount the program and the Dean responded that the resources are 
coming from Extension. If those resources are not available, we will not mount the program. 
Senator Sutton (Senator Terry second) moved adoption of the proposal. There was another 



question about timeline – the program is going before the Regents in April and hopes to be 
operational for the fall semester. An Era of Good Feeling settled upon the Senate and the 
proposal was approved unanimously (25-0-0). 
 
5. NEW BUSINESS 
a. Slate of Candidates for Elective Faculty Committees.  
Steve Meyer, chair of the Committee on Committees and Nominations, presented the slate of 
candidates. He thanked the members of that committee, gave a shout-out to Holly Keener for 
making their work much less confusing than it has been in the past, and urged all faculty to seek 
out service on the CCN as a truly illuminating experience. He apologized for how highly 
constrained some of the choices are and invited faculty to add to the slate of candidates. Names 
may be added with permission of the nominee, support of three faculty members, and delivery to 
the Secretary of the Faculty by the end of February. 
 
b. Resolution on Public Authority. 
Steve Meyer, now wearing his Faculty Rep hat, presented this resolution for endorsement. It 
originated at UW-La Crosse and is being sent to the Board of Regents. Other campuses are being 
asked to support it. Senator Terry (Senator Vandenhouten second) made the motion to 
endorse the resolution. The motion’s mover spoke for the motion, but there was no discussion 
beyond that, perhaps because this was a motion to endorse or not rather than an opportunity to 
amend. That might have taken the wind out of the Senate’s exquisitely honed word-smithing 
skills. The motion then passed unanimously (26-0-0). 
 
c. Request for future business. The Speaker went into a time warp on this item but got the 
business done eventually. 
 
6. PROVOST’S REPORT 
The Provost presented his read of a recent Regents meeting, that the Regents will act to continue 
the protections of Chapter 36 if they are moved under Regent authority, that they will be 
aggressively working the legislative process to reduce the budget cuts, and that President Cross 
will do the same.  
On the home front he said there is no hit list of targets for elimination, but that everything is 
being looked at for unrealized efficiencies. He will examine the faculty reassignments from 
teaching, which total to 16.5 FTE. There are about 30 positions to be filled that are now on hold. 
Some will be filled but there are as yet no final decisions. He then asked for questions and got 
some. 
The Senate then demonstrated how to challenge a decision of the Provost. The Provost’s 
guidelines for travel support include supporting conference presenters. Apparently some 
presenters have had their travel support denied. It might be unseemly to bring up individual cases 
on the floor of the Senate, so several individuals from Humanistic Studies questioned the Provost 
about his guidelines, the process, and the fairness of decisions. The questions won a concession, 
not to review all decisions made, but at least to reconsider cases where there had been 
incomplete information when the decision was made. 



The Provost was also asked about faculty reassignments. He clarified that there was no decision 
to eliminate them all but they will be looked at and units should be able to argue justification for 
whatever reassignments they have. 
 
7. OTHER REPORTS 
a. Academic Affairs Council. The Speaker called attention to this written report. 
 
b. University Committee Report. Wearing his third hat of the day, Steve Meyer, UC Chair, 
reported that the UC had been spending most of its time preparing for Senate meetings of late so 
their work was on display in the Senate agendas. He also alerted people that WISCAPE is 
collecting articles and opinion pieces on the budget cuts and the public authority issues, in 
particular a recent comparison study of Virginia’s shift to a public authority. A link is given here 
http://www.wiscape.wisc.edu/wiscape/home/blog/ and is available on the SOFAS website 
http://www.uwgb.edu/sofas/ . Letting another hat show just a bit, he reported that Clif Ganyard 
would be accompanying him to the next Faculty Reps meeting where they expect to hear from 
the Regent President Falbo and Regent Vice President Millner. 
 
c. Academic Staff Report. Josh Goldman reported that the Academic Staff Assembly for the 
spring semester has been scheduled for April 20. 
 
d. Student Government Report. The Student Government representative was apparently still in 
class so the report was omitted. 
 
8. OPEN FORUM  
The Speaker announced that since this was supposed to be in reaction to the Chancellor’s essay 
on interdisciplinarity, the forum would be postponed to a time when he would be able to attend. 
 
9. ADJOURNMENT 
Having disposed of the Senate’s business, the Speaker adjourned the meeting at 3:37 p.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
 
 
Cliff Abbott, Secretary of the Faculty and Academic Staff 
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